Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The maximized selection response and the correlation of the linear selection index (LSI) with the net genetic merit are the main criterion to compare the efficiency of any LSI. The selection response is the expectation of the net genetic merit of the selected individuals when the mean of the original population is zero, whereas the net genetic merit is a linear combination of the true unobservable breeding values of traits weighted by their respective economic values (Smith [@CR27]; Cochran [@CR6]). The LSI theory is divided into two main parts: (1) the unconstrained LSI (Smith [@CR27]) and (2) the constrained LSI (Kempthorne and Nordskog [@CR16]; Mallard [@CR19]). The constrained LSI imposes restrictions on the expected genetic gain (or multitrait selection response) of some traits to make some of them change their expected genetic gain values based on a predetermined level, while the rest of them remain without restrictions. This index is the most general LSI, and it includes the unconstrained LSI as a particular case.

The unconstrained and constrained LSI can be a linear combination of phenotypic values (Smith [@CR27]; Mallard [@CR19]), genomic estimated breeding values (GEBV) (Ceron-Rojas et al. [@CR3]; Cerón-Rojas and Crossa [@CR5]), or phenotypic values and GEBV (Dekkers [@CR9]) jointly. It can also be a linear combination of phenotypic values and marker scores (Lande and Thompson [@CR17]). Thus, there are three main kinds of LSI: phenotypic, genomic and marker. The main advantage of the LSI based on GEBV over the other indices lies in the possibility of reducing the intervals between selection cycles by more than two-thirds.

The aims of any LSI are to predict the net genetic merit values of the candidates for selection, select parents for the next generation and maximize the selection response. When the phenotypic and genotypic variance and covariance are known, the maximized selection response is optimum and the LSI is the best linear predictor of the net genetic merit; in addition, the correlation between the net genetic merit and the LSI is maximized, and the mean prediction error is minimized.

The estimator of the maximized selection response is the square root of the variance of the estimated LSI values multiplied by the selection intensity. In this case, the phenotypic and genotypic variances and covariance are estimated and the expectation and variance of the estimator of the maximized selection response are unknown. Then, methods to find the expectation and variance of the estimator of the maximized LSI selection response are of interest to the breeder because they are important to complete the analysis of a selection process and because they allow the breeder to construct confidence intervals and determine the appropriate sample size for each selection cycle in a selection program.

The unconstrained and constrained linear phenotypic selection index (LPSI and CLPSI, respectively) theory was developed under the assumptions that the genotypic values that make up the net genetic merit are composed entirely of the additive effects of genes and that the LPSI (CLPSI) and the net genetic merit have bivariate normal distribution (Smith [@CR27], Kempthorne and Nordkog [@CR16]; Mallard [@CR19]). The major advantage of these indices is that they assign higher weights to traits whose differences are genetic. Their disadvantages are that they require large amounts of information, economic weights are difficult to assign and the sampling error could be large. Ceron-Rojas et al. ([@CR3]) and Cerón-Rojas and Crossa ([@CR5]) extended the LPSI and CLPSI theory to the genomic selection context and developed an unconstrained and a constrained linear genomic selection index (LGSI and CLGSI, respectively).

In the LPSI context, Tallis ([@CR32]) derived a large sample variance of LPSI weights for individually selecting any number of traits and the estimated LPSI selection response when phenotypic and genetic parameters are estimated in a half-sib analysis; however, the expressions are complicated and do not allow identifying situations where selection indices are likely to be inefficient. Williams ([@CR33]) obtained an exact formula for the sampling variance of the index weights but for only two traits of a specific experimental design. Harris ([@CR10]) utilized the Delta method to determine the sampling properties of the index; however, the results are confusing and the author did not present a simple and general formula to find the expectation and variance of the estimator of the LPSI selection response. Hayes and Hill ([@CR11]) proposed a transformation of the trait variables used for constructing genetic selection indices, such that the sampling properties of the LPSI weights can be easily computed using a general formula; however, the formula depends on the transformation of the trait variables, which negatively affects the estimated LPSI selection response.

Assuming that the estimated LPSI and CLPSI values have normal distribution (we corroborated the normality assumption using graphical methods and normality tests), we present a simple and general formula to find the expectation and variance of the estimator of the maximized LPSI and CLPSI selection response, which we obtained in two steps. First, we obtained the distribution of the variance of the estimated LPSI and CLPSI values using the Fourier transform (Springer [@CR29], Chapters 2 and 9). Their distribution was a Gamma distribution, and therefore, the expectation and variance of this distribution were the expectation and variance of the variance of the estimated LPSI and CLPSI values.

In the second step, using the results obtained in the first step, we found the expectation and the variance of the estimator of the maximized LPSI and CLPSI selection responses using the Delta method. We validated the theoretical results using real and simulated dataset. In addition, with the simulated dataset, we compared the LPSI and CLPSI parameters when the genotypic covariance matrix is known *versus* when this matrix is estimated by restricted maximum likelihood (REML). We did this because while the sampling properties of the estimator of the phenotypic covariance matrix are well known (Rencher and Schaalje [@CR26]), the sampling properties of the estimator of the genotypic covariance matrix are not well known. The results indicated that the differences are not significant. We concluded that our method is useful to find the expectation and variance of the estimator of the maximized selection response for any LSI with normal distribution.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================
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The maximized CLPSI selection response and coefficient of correlation {#Sec8}
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Estimators of the LPSI and CLPSI vector of coefficients {#Sec9}
-------------------------------------------------------

We denote the restricted maximum likelihood (REML) estimators of matrices $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Estimators of LPSI and CLPSI {#Sec10}
----------------------------

By Eq. ([8](#Equ10){ref-type=""}), the estimators of LPSI ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Estimator of the LPSI and CLPSI variances {#Sec11}
-----------------------------------------
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Estimators of the maximized selection responses {#Sec12}
===============================================

By Eqs. ([10](#Equ12){ref-type=""}) and ([11](#Equ13){ref-type=""}), the estimators of the maximized LPSI and CLPSI selection responses are$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Testing the normality assumption to the estimated LPSI and CLPSI values {#Sec13}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

For the real dataset, we corroborated the normality assumption to the estimated LPSI and CLPSI values using graphical methods (histograms and normal quantile--quantile plots) and analytical test procedures (the Shapiro--Wilk and Kolmogorov--Smirnov normality tests), while for the simulated dataset, we used only analytical test procedures.

If the estimated LPSI and CLPSI values have normal distribution, the histograms of the values of both indices should not show a strong negative or positive skew in the LPSI and CLPSI values seen in the histogram (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a, b). In a similar manner, if the estimated LPSI and CLPSI values are normally distributed, the LPSI and CLPSI values should form a straight line in the quantile--quantile plots (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c, d). If there are departures from normality, the LPSI and CLPSI values should show up as various kinds of nonlinearity, e.g., S-shaped or banana-shaped in the quantile--quantile plots (Crawley [@CR7]).

We tested the null hypothesis that the estimated LPSI and CLPSI values have normal distribution using the Shapiro--Wilk and Kolmogorov--Smirnov normality tests. The statistical value of the Shapiro--Wilk test should be close to 1.0 to accept the null hypothesis, while the statistical value of the Kolmogorov--Smirnov test should be close to 0.0 to accept the null hypothesis (Crawley [@CR7]).
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Based on the Cauchy--Schwarz inequality, in Appendix [A](#Sec46){ref-type="sec"} (Eqs. [A1](#Equ24){ref-type=""}--[A3](#Equ26){ref-type=""}), we describe an upper boundary for the maximized LPSI and CLPSI selection responses. By Eq. (A2), $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Real data {#Sec16}
---------

To validate the theoretical results of the expectation and variance of the estimator of the maximized LPSI and CLPSI selection response, we used a real maize (*Zea mays* L.) F2 population with 247 genotypes and four phenotypic traits: grain yield (GY, t/ha), plant height (PHT, cm), ear height (EHT, cm) and anthesis days (AD, d), where we assumed that the breeding objective was to increase GY while decreasing PHT, EHT and AD. The vector of economic weights for GY, PHT, EHT and AD was $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Simulated datasets {#Sec17}
------------------

The datasets were simulated by Ceron-Rojas et al. ([@CR3]) with QU-GENE software (Podlich and Cooper [@CR23]) using 2500 molecular markers and 315 quantitative trait loci (QTLs) for eight phenotypic selection cycles (C0 to C7), each with four traits ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Real and simulated data availability {#Sec18}
------------------------------------

The real and simulated datasets are available in the *Application of a Genomic Selection Index to Real and Simulated Data* repository, at <https://hdl.handle.net/11529/10199>, where the folder of the real dataset is denoted as DATA_SET-3, whereas the folder of the simulated dataset is denoted as PSI_Phenotypes-05.
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=======

Theoretical results {#Sec20}
-------------------
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### Desirable properties of the estimator of the maximized selection responses {#Sec23}
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### Choice of sample size {#Sec25}
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If the right-hand side of Eq. ([21](#Equ23){ref-type=""}) is not an integer, it must be rounded off. This will ensure that the level of confidence does not fall below $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Real data numerical results {#Sec26}
---------------------------

### Normality test for the estimated LPSI and CLPSI values {#Sec27}

For the estimated LPSI values, the Shapiro--Wilk and Kolmogorov--Smirnov test values were 0.985 and 0.075, respectively, while for the estimated CLPSI values, those test values were 0.989 and 0.080, respectively. Thus, we assumed that the estimated indices values approach the normal distribution.

### Histograms and quantile--quantile plots for the estimated LPSI and CLPSI values {#Sec28}

With the estimated LPSI and CLPSI values, we constructed histograms (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a, b) and quantile--quantile plots (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c, d). The histograms of Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a, b of both indices do not show a strong negative or positive skew, while in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c, d, the estimated LPSI and CLPSI values form a straight line in the quantile--quantile plots. Thus, the estimated LPSI and CLPS values approach the normal distribution.

### Estimate of the maximized LPSI and CLPSI selection responses {#Sec29}

For a selection intensity of 10% (*k* = 1.755), the estimate of the maximized LPSI response was 5.87, whereas the estimate of the maximized CLPSI selection response was 5.74. That is, the estimated selection responses of both indices were very similar. This means that the CLPSI constraint mainly affected the CLPSI expected genetic gains per trait.

### Estimated bias, standard deviation and expectation of the estimator of the maximized LPSI and CLPSI selection responses {#Sec30}

The bias of the estimator of the maximized LPSI and CLPSI selection responses was equal to 0.006. That is, the estimated bias was the same for both indices. In a similar manner, the standard deviation of the estimator of the maximized LPSI and CLPSI selection responses was 0.26, whereas the expectations of the estimator of the maximized LPSI and CLPSI selection responses were 5.86 and 5.73. These last two values were very similar to the estimated values of the maximized LPSI and CLPSI responses (5.87 and 5.74, respectively). The 95% confidence intervals for the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Numerical results of the simulated data {#Sec31}
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### Normality test for the estimated LPSI and CLPSI values {#Sec32}

The averages of the Shapiro--Wilk and Kolmogorov--Smirnov normality test values for the seven simulated selection cycles associated with the estimated LPSI values were 0.997 and 0.032, respectively, whereas those values associated with the estimated CLPSI values were 0.997 and 0.028 (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), respectively; thus, we assumed that the estimated values of both indices approach the normal distribution.

### Estimated standard deviation, bias and MSE of the estimator of the maximized LPSI and CLPSI selection responses {#Sec33}

The averages of the estimated standard deviation of the estimator of the maximized LPSI and CLPSI selection responses were 0.46 and 0.42, respectively, whereas the average of the estimated bias for both indices was equal to 0.007. In addition, the averages of the estimated MSE of the estimator of the maximized LPSI and CLPSI selection responses were 0.21 and 0.17, respectively (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). This means that the estimators of the maximized LPSI and CLPSI selection responses were good.

### Estimates of the maximized LPSI and CLPSI selection responses, expectation and confidence intervals {#Sec34}

For a selection intensity of 10% (*k* = 1.755), the averages of the estimates of the maximized LPSI and CLPSI selection response values were 14.19 and 13.14, respectively (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Thus, since the estimated responses of both indices were very similar, the CLPSI constraint mainly affected the CLPSI expected genetic gains per trait.

The averages of the estimated values of the expectations of the estimator of the maximized LPSI and CLPSI selection responses were 14.18 and 13.13. These last two values were very similar to the estimated values of the maximized LPSI and CLPSI responses (14.19 and 13.14, respectively). In addition, the averages of the estimated values of the 95% confidence intervals for the expectations of the estimator of the maximized LPSI and CLPSI selection responses were (13.30, 15.07) and (12.32, 13.94).
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For seven simulated selection cycles, in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, we present the estimated LPSI and CLPSI standard deviation, bias, mean-squared error, maximized selection response, expectation, 95% confidence interval for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Variance and confidence interval for the LPSI and CLPSI correlations using $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion {#Sec37}
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The multivariate normality assumption {#Sec38}
-------------------------------------

The study of quantitative traits (QTs) in plants and animals is based on the mean and variance of QT phenotypic values. Quantitative traits are phenotypic expressions of plant and animal characteristics that show continuous variability and are the result of many gene effects interacting among them and with the environment (Cerón-Rojas and Crossa [@CR4], Chapter 2). That is, QTs are the result of unobservable gene effects distributed across plant or animal genomes, which interact among themselves and with the environment to produce the observable characteristic plant and animal phenotypes. The traits that concern plant and animal breeders the most are QTs*.* They are particularly difficult to analyze because heritable variations of QTs are masked by larger nonheritable variations that make it difficult to determine the genotypic values of individual plants or animals (Smith [@CR27]). However, since QTs usually have normal distribution, it is possible to apply normal distribution theory when analyzing this type of data.

In the context of plant and animal breeding, the most important distribution theory associated with the QTs is the multivariate normality distribution, which had been the basis for developing the LSI theory. Under the multivariate normal distribution assumption, means, variances and covariances completely describe the index and trait values. In addition, if the trait values are not correlated, they are independent; linear combinations of traits are normal; and even when the trait phenotypic values do not have normal distribution, this distribution serves as a useful approximation, especially in inferences involving sample mean vectors, which, by the central limit theorem, have multivariate normal distribution (Rencher [@CR25], Chapter 4). By this reasoning, a fundamental assumption in this work was that the trait values have multivariate normal distribution and that the net genetic merit and the index values have bivariate normal distribution. Under the latter assumption, the regression of the net genetic merit on any linear function of the phenotypic values is linear (Kempthorne and Nordskog [@CR16]).

Based on the normality assumption of the estimated LPSI and CLPSI values, we obtained the expectation and variance of the estimator of the maximized LPSI and CLPSI selection responses. The histograms, quantile--quantile plots and the Shapiro--Wilk and Kolmogorov--Smirnov normality tests of the estimated LPSI and CLPSI values indicated that these values approached the normal distribution. Thus, our results were valid under the normality assumption of the estimated LPSI and CLPSI values.
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The constrained LPSI (CLPSI) {#Sec41}
----------------------------

The CLPSI solved the LPSI equations subject to the restriction that the covariance between the CLPSI and some linear combinations of the genotypes involved be equal to a vector of predetermined proportional gains (or constraints) imposed by the breeder. These constraints are similar to the null restriction imposed by the restricted LPSI (RLPSI), which imposes restrictions equal to zero on the expected genetic advances of some traits, while the expected genetic advances of other traits increased (or decreased) without imposing any restrictions. The RLPSI solves the usual LPSI equations subject to the restriction that the covariance between the LPSI and some linear functions of the genotypes involved be equal to zero, thus preventing selection on the index from causing any genetic change in the expected genetic advance of the restricted traits (Cunningham et al. [@CR8]). Although both constraints are similar, their effects on the maximized selection response and expected genetic gain per trait, and coefficient of correlation, are different.

The RLPSI uses a projector matrix to project the LPSI vector of coefficients into a space smaller than the original space of the LPSI vector of coefficients. The reduction of the space into which the RLPSI matrix projects the LPSI vector of coefficients is equal to the number of zeros that appears in the expected genetic gain per trait, and the selection response and correlation coefficient decrease as the number of restrictions increases (Cerón-Rojas and Crossa, [@CR4], Chapter 3). Nevertheless, the CLPSI constraints affect only the expected genetic gain pert trait, not the maximized CLPSI selection response (Cerón-Rojas and Crossa [@CR5]). In addition, the maximized CLPSI correlation coefficient is only affected when the number of constraints is equal to or higher than three, but even in this last case, such affectation could be not significant, as we saw in this work. Thus, the CLPSI is a good predictor of the net genetic merit and breeder could use it with confidence.

The estimated LPSI and CLPSI parameters when the genotypic covariance matrix is known and estimated {#Sec42}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

While the sampling properties of the estimator of the phenotypic covariance matrix are well known (Rencher and Schaalje [@CR26]), the sampling properties of the estimator of the genotypic covariance matrix are not well known. By this reason, in this work, we estimated and compared the LPSI and CLPSI parameters when the genotypic covariance matrix is known and estimated. The results indicated that the differences were not significant; thus, when the phenotypic and genotypic covariance matrices are estimated by REML, breeder could use LPSI and CLPSI with confidence.

Other LSIs associated with the LPSI and CLPSI {#Sec43}
---------------------------------------------

The LPSI and the CLPSI are optimal LSIs when the phenotypic ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusions {#Sec44}
===========

We described a method to obtain the expectation and variance of the estimator of the maximized selection response for unconstrained and constrained linear phenotypic selection indices. The estimator of the maximized selection response was the square root of the variance of the estimated LSI values multiplied by the selection intensity. The expectation and variance allow the breeder to construct confidence intervals and determine the appropriate sample size to complete the analysis of a selection process. We validated the theoretical results in the phenotypic selection context using real and simulated datasets. We concluded that our results are valid for any LSI with normal distribution and that the method described in this work is useful for finding the expectation and variance of the estimator of any LSI response in the phenotypic or genomic selection context.

Appendix A {#Sec46}
==========

Upper boundary for the maximized LPSI and CLPSI selection response {#Sec47}
------------------------------------------------------------------
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The basis for analyzing distributions of sums of continuous random variables that take on both positive and negative values is the Fourier transform, which allows deriving the probability density function of their sums. In this appendix, we give a brief review of the Fourier transform theory.
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In this appendix, under the assumption that the estimated LPSI and CLPSI values are normally distributed, we used the Fourier transform to obtain the distribution of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The Delta method {#Sec56}
----------------

We determined the expectation and the variance of the estimator of the maximized LPSI and CLPS the selection responses using the Delta method (Lynch and Walsh [@CR18], Appendix 1; Sorensen and Gianola [@CR30], Chapter 2; Cerón-Rojas and Sahagún-Castellanos [@CR2], Appendix B). To find the expectation and variance of the estimator of the of the maximized LPSI and CLPSI selection response, we need to expand the function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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